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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper, we are concerned with the one-dimensional linear equations of an ha- 
mogeneous and isotropic porous elastic solid with porous dissipation. Thus, we consider the 
combination of the elasticity with a dissipation process caused by the porosity. It is known that 
mixing the equations of elasticity with thermal effects provokes exponential stability in the one- 
dimensional case [1,2]. There are other dissipation processes that damp exponentially the elastic 
deformations [3,4]. A natural question is: does the dissipation process caused by the porosity 
imply the exponential stability? 
In what follows, we consider a theory for the behavlour of porous solids such that the matrix 
material is elastic and the interstices are void of material; it is a generalization of the classical 
theory of elasticity. The theory of porous elastic materials has been established by Cowin and 
Nunziato [5-71. In this theory, the bulk density ls the product of two scalar fields, the matrix 
material density and the volume fraction field; it is studied in the book of Ciarletta and Iesan [8]. 
Recent results on linear and nonlinear problems have been obtained [9-121. In the one-dimensional 
case, the evolution equations are 
p-Ji.i = t,, PO@ = h, + g. (1.1) 
Here t is the stress, h is the equilibrated stress, and g is the equilibrated body force. The 
variables u and cp represent the displacement of a solid elastic material and the volume fraction, 
respectively. The constitutive equations are 
t=Cluz+Pv, (14 
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h = wax, g= -pux-rQ5-&p. (1.3) 
When we assume that the internal energy density is a positive definite form, the constitutive 
coefficients satisfy the conditions 
P > 0, a > 0, s > 0, CP > 9. 
We assume as well that the dissipation function is defined in the form 
(1.4) 
f = -r@, 7 > 0. (1.5) 
The purpose of this article is to prove slow decay of the solutions for a one-dimensional linear 
problem. In fact, we are going to prove that whenever ~6 # (Y and for all c sufficiently small, 
there exists a solution of the problem determined by equations (l.l)-(1.3) of the form 
u = A exp(wt) sin nz, cp = B exp(wt) cos nx, (1.6) 
such that Re(w) > -c. So, we can always find a solution w as near as we want to the imaginary 
axis. This fact implies that we cannot obtain uniform exponential decay of the solutions of the 
problem of isothermal porous elasticity. It is worth noting that results of this kind are known 
in the case of two-dimensional thermoelasticity, but in this paper, we obtain a result concerning 
nonuniform decay in one dimension. This is the main goal of this note. 
In Section 2, we recall the field equations of the problem we are going to study in this paper. 
In the last section, we use the Hurtwitz theorem to prove slow decay of solutions. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
If we substitute the constitutive equations (1.2),(1.3) into the evolution equations (l.l), we 
obtain the field equations. Thus, the field equations of the one-dimensional linear theory of 
porous elastic solids are 
POC =~pzl,z + @Pm (2.1) 
. . 
Poficp = WXI -pux-r~-&p. (24 
Equations (2.1),(2.2) constitute a system of two partial differential equations with two unknown 
functions (u,(p). The constant po is the mass density that is assumed positive and a is the 
equilibrated inertia that is also assumed positive. Parameters p, p, cr, 7, and 5 are the constitutive 
constants of this theory; they satisfy inequalities (1.4), (1.5). 
To define a well-posed problem we need the boundary and the initial conditions. When sys- 
tem (2.1),(2.2) is considered, the initial conditions are 
u(x, 0) = UO, $7(x, 0) = CpO, 
?i(x, 0) = 210, @(x, 0) = fj”, 
and the homogeneous boundary conditions are 
x E [O,Ll, (2.3) 
x E [O, LIT (2.4) 
u(x,t) = cpz(x,t) = 0, 2 = 0, L. (2.5) 
It is worth noting that the existence of solutions of the problem determined by (2.1)-(2.4) can 
be obtained by means of the semigroup theory [lo]. 
The system of equations we consider here introduces new mathematical difficulties in order 
to determine the asymptotic behaviour. As far as the author knows, there are no contributions 
made in this sense. 
Whenever boundary conditions (2.5) are assumed, we impose that 
I 
L 
(p'(x) dx = 
0 I 
oL c)'(x) dx = 0. 
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The aim of this section is to prove the slow decay of the solutions of the isothermal problem. 
To make the calculations easier, we sssume that L = r. 
The solutions in this case will be combinations of functions of the form (1.6). Imposing (1.6) 
ss a solution of equations (2.1) and (2.2), we obtain the following homogeneous system with the 
unknowns A, B: 
Apow’ = -Apn2 - BPn, Bpou2 = -Ban2 - Brw - APn - BE. (3.1) 
Our aim is to obtain a nontrivial solution. We impose that the determinant of the system is 
equal to zero. Here w is a solution of the equation 
(pox2 + pn2) (pwcx2 + cm2 + 5 + Tx) - p2n2 = 0. (3.2) 
.We can write this equation in the form 
p&xc4 + ~~0s~ + [po (an2 + 5) + p(gcjm2] x2 + jm2rx + q.m4 + (@ - p”) n2 = 0. (3.3) 
Our aim is to prove that we can find solutions to equation (3.3) which are as near as we want to 
the complex axis. Thus, it will be sufficient to prove that for c as small as we want, we can find 
solutions of equation (3.3) which are on the right of the line h(z) = --E. This is equivalent to 
proving that there exists a solution of the equation 
p&(x - e)&+ ~po(z - E)~ + [po (cm2 + <) + p0rcjm2] (x - c)~ 
+pn27(x - E) + cqm4 + (@ - ,d”) n2 = 0, 
(3.4) 
with positive real part. 
To show it, we use the Hurwitz theorem (see [13, p. 91) that says that the necessary and 
sufficient condition to guarantee that the solutions of the equation 
14x4’+ 13x3 + 12x2 + 11s + lo = 0, (3.5) 
have negative real part is 
A0 =10 >0, AI =11 >O, A2 =det 
and 
A4 = det 
In our case, we can write equation (3.4) as 
p&x4 + (Tpo + S(c>)x3 + [PO (an2 + E) + pp0fm2 + Pz(E)] x2 
+ [pn2T + PI(E)] x + (rpn4 + (&A - P”) n2 + PO(C) = 0, 
where 
P3 = -4p&, P2 = 6p;m2 - 3eTp0, 
PI = -4e3pi~ + 3e27po - 2~ [PO (an’ + 5) + bpcnn2] , 
PO = p$c2 - Tpod + [po (an2 + <) + ppeKn2] c2 - pren2. 
We are going to obtain the existence of n >_ 1 such that A3 < 0. 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
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LEMMA 3.1. There exist two polynomials QA(n2) and QB such that 
A3 = n2p2w2 + QA (n”) E - en4 [27pi(p~n - a)2 + EQB] . (3.9) 
Here QA is a polynomial in the constitutive coefficients and the parameter E that is of second de- 
gree in the parameter n. QB is also a polynomiaf in the constitutive coefficients, but independent 
of parameters E and n. 
Some calculations allow us to obtain 
- En4 [S~&TQIE + 2p$x2r + 6p2pi~‘7] + AA (n”) c + b2n4, 
1:/d = n4 [p2T2p&] - En4 [4piap~~ + ~/J~P$c~T] + BA (n”) 6 + BBE2n4, 




Here AA, BA, CA are polynomials in the constitutive coefficients and the parameter E that are of 
second degree in parameter n. Ag, Bg, Cg are also polynomials in the constitutive coefficient, 
but independent of the parameters E and n. A direct calculation proves equality (3.9). 
Now, we are able to establish our main result. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let us to twsume that /.LUIE # (Y and that E is sufficiently small. Then, there 
exists a solution of the problem determined by system (2.1),(2.2) and the initial and boundary 
conditions (2.3)-(2.5) of the form (1.6) such that Re(w) > --E. 
PROOF. The inequality 
25-p;& - CX)~ + QBE = m, > 0 
is satisfied for sufficiently small E. By taking n sufficiently large, we can see that 
(3.13) 
A3 = n2p2poT2 + QA (n”) E - en4mc < 0. (3.14) 
Then, there exists a solution (for n sufficiently large) of the problem such that w is on the right 
of the line Re{z} = -e. 
REMARK. The case PK = a deserves a particular analysis; we have that QB = 0 and 
A3 = n2P2po? + QA (n”) E. (3.15) 
Then we can choose a positive constant ~3 such that A3 > 0. On the other hand, we have 
ho = crpn4 + (& - p”) n2 + PO (e, n”) . (3.16) 
It is clear that we can select eo such that 
Ao >O, (3.17) 
for every 12. In a similar way, 
and we can select ~1 such that 
Al = pTn2 - PI (6, n”) , (3.18) 
Al > 0, (3.19) 
for every n 2 1. Some easy calculations allow us to see that 
A2 = p2pon7n4 + Tpop2n2 - Q2 (E, n4) , (3.20) 
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where 
Q2 = PI [PO (an2 + 6) + ppom2] + P2pn2r + P~PI- PSPO - (apn4 + (& - p”) n”) P3 - T~oP~. 
Vve can repeat the previous argument to prove that there exists ~2 such that A2 > 0. 
As 14 is a positive constant, it follows that we can choose the same positive constant to ob- 
tain A4 > 0. 
It is worth noting that the positivity of the parameter r has been used in a relevant way. Thus, 
for E sufficiently small hi > 0, i = 0.. .4, n 1 1. So the solutions of equation (3.4) lie on the left 
of the line Re{z} = --E and this implies the exponential stability of solutions. 
From the analysis, we can conclude that the condition L = ?r is not restrictive. We can 
adapt the same method in the general case. Thus, we can obtain slow decay in the general case 
(whenever ply # (r). 
We can also consider the problem determined by (2.1)-(2.3) with the boundary conditions 
f&&t) = cp(x,t) = 0, x=O,L. 





u’(x) dx = v’(x) dx = 0. 
0 0 
The solutions will be combinations of functions of the form 
(3.21) 
u = A exp(wt) cos nx, cp = B exp(wt) sin nx. 
Imposing (3.22) as a solution of this problem, we obtain the system 
(3.22) 
Apow’ = -Apn2 + Bon, Bpow2 = -Ban2 - Brw + APn - BE. (3.23) 
If we impose that the determinant of the system is equal to zero, we obtain (3.3). Thus, our 
previous analysis applies to this second problem. 
Our approach does not work if we impose homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions for u 
and ‘p. One believes that the same behaviour will happen in that case, but we do not know any 
contribution yet proving it; thus, it is an open question. 
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